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In this article, vaporization processes in the laser interaction with materials are studied theoretically
and computationally, focusing on evaporation and homogeneous bubble nucleation. Simulations are
carried out using the Redlich–Kwong equation of state and temperature-dependent material property
models that can be used up to the critical point. From theoretical considerations, four important
temperatures are identified in the understanding of laser material interaction. This study also shows
that there are upper limits to the amount of energy that can be consumed by vaporization, which
takes place at a temperature that is lower than the material’s critical point. This study also discusses
the transition from the thermal mode of ablation to the nonthermal mode in terms of the energy
capacity of homogeneous boiling. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3428966�

I. INTRODUCTION

In the laser interaction with materials, vaporization plays
a critical role. Although mass removal due to melt flow is
important for a wide range of laser intensity values, vapor-
ization is a more dominant ablation mode at higher intensity
values.1 Two types of vaporization are believed to take place
in most high-energy ablation processes: evaporation and ho-
mogeneous boiling.2 Evaporation starts to occur at the sur-
face when the surface temperature reaches the boiling tem-
perature. Homogeneous boiling �or homogeneous bubble
nucleation�, on the other hand, takes place inside the melt
when the liquid melt is highly superheated and the surface
tension becomes very small near the critical point
temperature.1 In certain cases, homogeneous boiling occurs
so rapidly and uncontrollably that it is called explosive boil-
ing. Because the evaporation is very rapid, the liquid is
highly superheated and the vaporization processes take place
in the metastable region.

It is no exaggeration to say that vaporization processes
are at the heart of laser material interaction and many laser
material processing applications, but due to the complexity
of the problem, the understanding of those processes is rela-
tively limited. In particular, homogenous boiling is largely
unexplored compared to evaporation and has been neglected
in many previous studies.

In order to study vaporization in laser ablation,
temperature-dependent material properties over a wide tem-
perature range must be employed because the vaporization in
laser ablation typically occurs at very high temperatures and
material properties change drastically near the critical point.
For example, surface tension and the latent heat of vaporiza-
tion both vanish at the critical point since the distinction
between liquid and vapor no longer exists; the recoil pressure
induced by vaporization is far from saturation pressure be-
cause vaporization takes place very rapidly. Therefore, with-
out using accurate material properties near the critical point
we cannot expect to obtain reliable results. As far as the

author knows, however, the importance of using accurate
material properties near the critical point has not been ad-
equately addressed in most previous studies.

In this article, the author studies the vaporization pro-
cesses theoretically and computationally, and presents some
insights into the roles and characteristics of vaporization pro-
cesses in the laser interaction with materials. Especially, an
emphasis is placed on accurate modeling of material proper-
ties over a wide range of temperatures up to the critical point
using reduced variables �e.g., pressure and temperature nor-
malized by their respective critical point values�. This study
identifies four important temperatures near the critical point,
and also discusses the transition from the thermal ablation
mode to the nonthermal mode. This study is conducted for
iron. However, because reduced variables are employed, the
results could be at least qualitatively applied to other mate-
rials according to the principle of corresponding states.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

One of the most important tasks in the study of laser
material interaction is the evaluation of material properties at
high temperatures because the actual ablation process takes
place near the critical point and material properties change
drastically there. As well known, when a high-density laser
beam irradiates on a target material, generally four phases of
the material �solid, liquid, vapor, and plasma� appear simul-
taneously because the intense electromagnetic field of the
laser beam drives the temperature up past the material’s criti-
cal point. Therefore, in order to capture important physics, it
is essential to use reasonably good material property models
that are valid at those high temperatures. In this study, ma-
terial properties, such as density, latent heat of vaporization,
and surface tension are theoretically extended to the critical
point using material property models, so that accurate and
reliable results can be obtained. The temperature-dependent
density is obtained by simultaneously solving the Redlich–
Kwong equation of state3 and the saturation curve by
Riedel.4 For the latent heat of vaporization, Watson’s model5

is employed. Surface tension is known to be one of the mosta�Electronic mail: hski@unist.ac.kr.
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important material properties in laser material interaction,
and in this study, the two-parameter model by Somayajulu6

is employed with the surface tension data in Ref. 7 is used to
determine the parameters. The critical point temperature and
pressure of iron used are 9250 K and 8750 bar,8 respectively.
In this way, the vaporization processes up to the critical point
can be simulated using realistic material properties.

With the aforementioned temperature-dependent mate-
rial property models, vaporization models can be used from
the room temperature to the critical point. In this study,
Knight’s evaporation model with the backscattering flux9 is
employed for evaporation, and classical nucleation theory10

is used to model homogeneous nucleation.
At the evaporating surface, there exists a thin layer of

several mean free paths, called the Knudsen layer, across
which the temperature, density, and pressure of the evaporat-
ing particles are discontinuous. According to Knight,9 these
discontinuities can be modeled as follows:
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In Eqs. �1�–�3�, � is the ratio of specific heats, a is the sound
speed, and subscripts s, v, and air denote the start point of
the Knudsen layer at the evaporating surface, the end point
of the Knudsen layer �including the rarefaction fan if the
flow is supersonic�, and outside air, respectively. Also, m
=��v /2Mv, where M is the Mach number. Then, the evapo-
ration mass flux per unit surface area is computed as

ṁevap� = �s�RTs

2�
− �v�RTv

2�
�A , �4�

where R is the gas constant, and

A = ��m�erf�m� − 1� + exp�− m2� ,

B = �2m2 + 1��1 − erf�m�� −
2

��
m exp�− m2� ,

� =
2�2m2 + 1��Tv/Ts − 2��m

A + �Tv/TsB
. �5�

Implementation details can be found in Refs. 9 and 11.
In classical nucleation theory,10 the critical radius of a

bubble is calculated as

Rcrit =
2�

psat�Tl�exp��pl − psat�Tl��/��lRTl� − pl
. �6�

Here, Tl, pl, psat�Tl�, �l, �, and R are liquid temperature,
liquid pressure, saturation pressure at Tl, density of liquid,
surface tension, and the gas constant, respectively. Then, the

homogeneous nucleation rate �Ḣ�� and the mass flux per unit
volume �ṁboiling� � can be computed by

Ḣ� = Nl� 6�

�mm�2 − pl/pbubble�
	1/2

exp�− 4�Rcrit
2 �

3kBTl
	 , �7�

ṁboiling� = mbubbleḢ�, �8�

where Nl, mm, pbubble, kB, and mbubble are the number of liquid
molecules per unit volume, mass of one molecule, pressure
in the vapor bubble, Boltzmann constant, and the mass of the
bubble.

In laser material interaction, predicting the surface pres-
sure generated by evaporation is a very important task be-
cause the entire process is far from equilibrium. This pres-
sure is known as recoil pressure, and from this pressure and
the surface temperature the thermodynamic state can be fixed
and the degree of superheat can be calculated. In this study,
the recoil pressure is calculated in the following way.

At the evaporating surface, as stated earlier, macroscopic
properties are discontinuous across the Knudsen layer. The
evaporating �forward� mass flux and backscattering �back-
ward� mass flux across the layer both contribute to the sur-
face pressure, i.e., the recoil pressure. At equilibrium, the
forward and backward mass fluxes will equally contribute to
the recoil pressure, and the recoil pressure will be same as
the saturation pressure at the given surface temperature, i.e.,
psat�Ts�. If there is only the forward mass flux �e.g., evapo-
ration in vacuum�, the recoil pressure will be roughly equal
to �1 /2�� fuf

2 from Newton’s third law of motion, which is
much smaller than the saturation pressure. Here, � f and uf

are the density and velocity of the forward mass flux. In an
actual heating process, the recoil pressure will be between
these two extremes. In this study, with the modification of
the author’s previous model,1 the recoil pressure is approxi-
mated from the kinetic energy exchange between the evapo-
rating and condensing backscattering fluxes across the Knud-
sen layer as follows:

prec �
� fuf

2 + �bub
2

2� fuf
2 psat�Ts� . �9�

Here, �b and ub are the density and velocity of the backward
�backscattering� mass flux. Note that � f, �b, uf, and ub are
obtained from Knight’s evaporation model.9 From Eq. �9�,
we can learn that the surface gets superheated when the
backward flux is smaller than the forward flux.

In this study, because this study only focuses on two
vaporization processes, the absorption characteristic of a ma-
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terial is not considered and the laser intensity values stated in
this article are the actual intensity values absorbed at the
material surface.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, laser material interaction is simulated with
an iron target. However, to generalize the results as much as
possible, reduced variables are used. In other words, thermo-
dynamics properties, such as temperature, pressure, and den-
sity, are normalized with respect to their critical point values.
As well known, when reduced variables are used in thermo-
dynamics, the obtained results can be qualitatively applied to
other materials from the principle of corresponding states.

Figure 1 shows the saturation pressure �solid red� and
the recoil pressure �solid blue� plotted together as functions
of the surface temperature. In Fig. 1, the saturation curve is
calculated by Riedel’s model4 and the recoil pressure is pre-
dicted by Eq. �9�. In Fig. 1, Tr and pr are reduced tempera-
ture and reduced pressure respectively, which are defined as

Tr =
T

TCP
and pr =

p

pCP
, �10�

where TCP and pCP are the critical point temperature and
pressure. As expected, the surface pressure is much lower
than the corresponding saturation pressure, so the surface is
highly superheated. Note that, as pointed out in Ref. 1, the
liquid layer is very thin in most laser ablation processes, and
the pressure across the liquid layer is almost constant and
equal to the recoil pressure. In Fig. 1, the red dashed line is
the spinodal calculated from the Redlich–Kwong equation of
state. Because the liquid layer is highly superheated, the ac-
tual heating curve �solid blue� meets the spinodal at a place
other than the critical point. In this case it takes place at Tr

=0.924, which is marked by one of the two black solid
circles. This means that beyond this temperature along the
heating curve the liquid enters the spinodal region. As well
known,10 the spinodal region is an unstable region and the
material in this region is not sustainable. Therefore, due to
the rapid heating and low surface pressure, it is as if the
effective critical point has moved to this point. Let us define

this temperature as T�. Also, note that at this point pressure is
only 0.333 pCP, which is probably the maximum achievable
liquid pressure during the rapid laser heating.

Figure 2 is the calculated ratio of the recoil pressure
�solid blue line in Fig. 1� to the saturation pressure �solid red
line in Fig. 1�, from which we can measure the degree of
superheat: the smaller it is, the more superheated the liquid
is. Apparently, at the normal boiling temperature �for iron
3133 K or Tr=0.339�, the surface is saturated but as the
temperature increases it becomes more and more super-
heated. At the critical point, the recoil pressure is only about
50.6% of the corresponding saturation pressure, which
agrees well with literature.12 This is ascribed to the fact that
across the Knudsen layer the backward flux is very small
compared to the forward flux �like the evaporation in
vacuum�. Also, there is a little spike at around Tr=0.521.
This spike is caused by a change in flow structure outside the
Knudsen layer: at this temperature the flow Mach number
becomes one, and the flow becomes supersonic from sub-
sonic.

In Fig. 3, the critical bubble radius for homogeneous
nucleation10 is calculated and plotted versus liquid tempera-
ture. In classical nucleation theory,10 only bubbles greater
than this radius can grow further and smaller bubbles col-
lapse. As well known, the critical radius decreases as the
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Phase diagram for the laser interaction with
materials.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Ratio of the recoil pressure to the corresponding
saturation pressure.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The critical bubble radius for homogeneous
nucleation.
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temperature increases. For comparison, the curve is plotted
together with a 0.14 nm indicator line, which is the radius of
an iron atom.13 The two curves meet at Tr=0.969 �black
solid circle�, which means that the critical radius equals the
radius of an iron atom at that temperature. This point has a
special meaning because from this temperature on a bubble
does not need to grow at all to reach the critical radius. It is
a one-atom bubble, and it is already at the critical radius. The
bubble growth is automatic. In other words, theoretically, the
liquid atom is vapor already as soon as it reaches this point.
Let us call this temperature as T�. �T� is shown in Fig. 1.�
However, this temperature is greater than T�, so it may not
be achievable in rapid laser heating. Note that in Fig. 3 the
critical radius smaller than the atom radius is meaningless, so
it should be let equal to the atom radius beyond T�. In addi-
tion, beyond T� it is not possible to define the surface tension
of the critically sized bubble.

Using the critical radius given in Fig. 3, the pressure
inside the bubbles of critical radius is calculated using the
Young–Laplace equation as

pbubble = pl +
2�

Rcrit
, �11�

and plotted versus liquid temperature in Fig. 1 �dashed blue
line�. It is interesting to see that this pressure is close to but
is always smaller than the saturation pressure. The bubble
pressure curve deviates more and more from the saturation
curve as temperature goes up. Therefore, even when the va-
por bubbles are exposed to outside, the surface pressure will
be always less than the saturation pressure. Also, this bubble
pressure curve meets with the spinodal curve at around Tr

=0.969, which is interestingly the same as T� that was de-
fined as the temperature where the critical bubble radius is
the radius of an iron atom. Note that this may be by coinci-
dence but makes some sense intuitively. So, we can say that
loosely when the critical bubble radius equals the iron atom
radius, the vapor bubble enters the spinodal region.

Figures 4 and 5 show the mass fluxes and energy fluxes
due to evaporation and homogeneous bubble nucleation. Be-
cause evaporation is a surface phenomenon and homoge-
neous boiling is a volumetric phenomenon, graphs are plot-
ted with different scales and units. In this study, it is assumed
that in homogeneous boiling bubbles leave the liquid region
at the critical radius. This is a reasonable assumption because

in such a rapid heating there is not much time for bubbles to
grow after they reach the critical radius, especially when
intensities are very high.

As seen in Fig. 4, the mass flux characteristics of two
vaporization modes are completely different. In this study,
the evaporation mass flux is the net evaporating mass flux
across the Knudsen layer calculated by Eq. �4�, and the mass
flux due to homogenous boiling is calculated using Eq. �8�.
The evaporation mass flux, starting from the normal boiling
point, increases in an exponential manner up to the critical
point while the mass flux due to homogeneous boiling is
suddenly initiated at around Tr=0.85, peaks at Tr=0.916, and
then goes to zero at the critical point. It is interesting to see
that the homogeneous boiling mass flux vanishes at the criti-
cal point. Mathematically, this is because the critical bubble
radius decreases faster than the increase in the number of
nuclei generation. Beyond T�, however, the homogeneous
boiling flux might be mathematically meaningless.

Figure 5 shows the energy flux due to the two modes of
vaporization. In this study, energy fluxes only include the
energies due to liquid-vapor phase change, such as the latent
heat of vaporization. As seen in Fig. 5, the evaporation en-
ergy flux also increases in an exponential manner with time,
but unlike the mass flux, it peaks at around Tr=0.929 and
goes to zero at the critical point. This is obvious because the
latent heat of vaporization vanishes at the critical point and
the evaporation energy flux per unit surface area is calculated
as follows:

ėevap� = ṁevap� Lv. �12�

Here, Lv is the latent heat of vaporization. Note that at the
critical point the distinction between liquid and vapor van-
ishes, therefore, there is no latent heat of vaporization. The
energy flux due to homogeneous nucleation has a similar
pattern to its mass flux. To form a bubble, now two types of
energy are required: free energy to construct a surface10 and
the latent heat of vaporization, so the homogeneous boiling
energy flux per unit volume is written as follows:

ėboiling� = ṁboiling� Lv +
4

3
��Rcrit

2 Ḣ�. �13�

Here, both ṁboiling� and Ḣ� are calculated from classical
nucleation theory. Since both latent heat and surface tension
go to zero at the critical point, there is no energy flux asso-
ciated with phase change there. This is clearly shown in Fig.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Mass fluxes due to evaporation �blue� and homoge-
neous bubble nucleation �right red curve�.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Phase-change energy fluxes due to evaporation �blue�
and homogeneous bubble nucleation �right red curve�.
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5, where the curve has the maximum volumetric energy flux
at Tr=0.915, and after that, goes to zero at the critical point.
Here, one thing about vaporization processes in laser heating
should be noted: both modes of vaporization are finite in
terms of mass and energy removal capacity and have maxi-
mum fluxes at the temperatures that are lower than the criti-
cal point temperature. In other words, vaporization processes
have a certain energy capacity, beyond which other mecha-
nisms are required to absorb energy further.

To compare homogeneous boiling fluxes directly with
evaporation fluxes, the former need to be converted to area
fluxes �per cm2� by multiplying the “effective boiling thick-
ness,” which is defined as an equivalent liquid layer thick-
ness, which, when multiplied by the homogeneous boiling
fluxes at the surface temperature and pressure, yields the
total fluxes per unit surface area. Since it is difficult to cal-
culate this thickness precisely, it is assumed that the effective
boiling thickness is equal to the critical bubble diameter at
the surface temperature and pressure. In other words, it is
assumed that only one layer of bubbles at the surface is re-
moved due to homogeneous nucleation. This assumption is
reasonable because of two reasons. First, since the pressure
across the liquid layer is constant at the recoil pressure, go-
ing into the liquid layer, the degree of liquid superheat de-
creases �which will negatively effect the homogeneous
bubble nucleation at places away from the liquid-vapor in-
terface� so the homogeneous nucleation rate will decrease
sharply. Second, the liquid layer thickness decreases quickly
with increasing surface temperature �i.e., the temperature
gradient becomes much steeper at higher laser fluences�.

In Figs. 6 and 7, homogeneous boiling mass and energy
fluxes are calculated per unit surface area, by multiplying the
effective boiling thickness, and are plotted together with cor-
responding evaporation fluxes. Because now the same units
are used, direct comparisons are possible. Due to the huge
difference in scales, logarithmic plots are used. Overall, pat-
terns are very similar to those shown in Figs. 4 and 5, but
now we can make several important comparisons about the
two vaporization processes.

First of all, as mentioned earlier, vaporization processes
are limited mass removal mechanisms. As seen in Fig. 6,
contrary to the common sense, there exist maximum ablation
speeds due to vaporization. In the case of iron, the maximum

ablation speed �or maximum mass removal rate� due to
evaporation is 14.75 kg /s /cm2 at Tr=1, and the maximum
ablation speed due to homogeneous boiling is
818.5 kg /s /cm2 when Tr=0.911. In the same way, there are
upper limits to mass fluxes. Also, in Fig. 6, the intersection
of the two curves is where the change in the ablation speed
takes place. Let us define this temperature T�=0.875, which
is the point where two vaporization modes equally contribute
to the mass removal and a change in mass removal mode is
beginning to take place �T� is shown in Fig. 1�.

In Fig. 7, the maximum energy flux due to evaporation is
2.84�107 W /cm2 at Tr=0.929 while the maximum energy
flux due to homogeneous boiling is 2.70�109 W /cm2 at
Tr=0.910. Therefore, homogeneous boiling is about two or-
ders of magnitude higher than evaporation in terms of energy
capacity. In the case of an iron target, up to 2.84
�107 W /cm2 can be taken care of by evaporation, but be-
yond that intensity homogeneous bubble nucleation will be
the primary mechanism. In the same way, homogeneous boil-
ing can absorb energy intensities of up to 2.70
�109 W /cm2, but beyond that another energy absorption
mechanism is required. The author believes that this is the
maximum energy intensity that thermal processes can take
care of, so beyond this the material breaks down and be-
comes ionized. The temperature where the maximum energy
flux due to homogeneous boiling takes place is important, so
let us define this temperature as T� �T� is shown in Fig. 1�.
Note that all these intensity values are the actual intensity
values at the surface neglecting the absorption characteristic
of the material. Therefore, the real laser intensity will be
much higher �roughly one order higher in the case of a metal
surface� than these values to have the same effects.

It is somewhat surprising that the energy removal capac-
ity is highest at T�, not at TCP. In this case, T� is 0.910, and
once a material reaches this point it is believed that a break-
down is beginning to take place. Hence, as the temperature
rises past T�, nonthermal ablation mechanisms must come
into play. Therefore, depending on interaction parameters T�

could be practically the maximum temperature a material can
attain. Note that as reported by Lim et al.14 fluid flow is the
most efficient mode of mass removal and requires relatively
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Mass fluxes per unit surface area due to evaporation
�blue� and homogeneous bubble nucleation �right red curve�.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Energy fluxes per unit surface area due to evapora-
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small amounts of energy, so it is believed that even with the
fluid flow these results are not much different from what is
discussed here.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, four temperatures have been indentified in
terms of evaporation and homogeneous boiling processes:
T�=0.875, T�=0.910, T�=0.924, and T�=0.969. These tem-
peratures have been obtained for iron, but they should be
qualitatively applicable to other materials because reduced
variables were used in this study. T� is the temperature where
a change in vaporization mode takes place from evaporation
to homogeneous boiling. T� is the temperature where the
maximum amount of energy can be absorbed by a thermal
process. Beyond that, a nonthermal process will take over. T�

is the temperature where the liquid under intense laser heat-
ing enters the spinodal region. T� is the temperature where
the vapor inside the bubble enters the spinodal region. At this
temperature, the critical bubble radius is equal to the radius
of an iron atom. Note that the results are not limited to laser
material interaction and can be applicable to other high in-
tensity energy interaction with materials, such as electrical
discharge machining.
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